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The future of 
competition
Events on the  
Olympic model
Has the time come for different formats 
– Olympic formats, and time trials  
for example?

The Finn Class sailed in the 
Olympics for many years now, has 
retained its popularity for several 
reasons. At each Olympic games boats 
are issued to the competitors by the 
host nation ensuring the one design 
nature of the hulls, although sails may 
be brought in by the competitor. Is this 
perhaps a way forward to encourage 
newcomers to the sport since provides 
an instant choice of hull but leaves 
open the question of sail setting?

An increase in local 
competition?
The cost of fuel is the big topic of the 
moment. Certainly it will affect those 
series which require long distance 
travel in the short term, but what 
about the future? Very often we accept 
increased charges of this kind and 
settle down to continuing as before 

once the initial shock has worn off. 
But we face uncertain conditions. This 
may be the time for different formats. 
Greater emphasis on local competition 
may well be the way forward and 
Peter Stollery talks about this in his 
introduction on page 5

Time trials might play 
a greater part
Using the Internet, the Footy class 
enjoys international competition in the 
form of time trials over a fixed distance. 
Time trials of this kind might be run 
nationally for IOMs and Marbleheads 
for example, and the results recorded 
on an ongoing basis through the MYA’s 
website and through an International 
site. This format might well appeal 
in the future to skippers who are not 
interested in competition sailing within 
the RRS and prefer a day of sailing 
with a personal competitive element. 
Certainly our clubs are seeing new 
members who greatly enjoy their sailing 
but prefer not to be involved with  
big fleets. 

So to the future
So here are a few of the ideas 
thrown up in conversation with 
present day skippers. I have no 

doubt there will be many more, some 
of them sensible and others as zany as 
some mentioned here. The fact remains 
that we must look to the future and 
embrace as much of the technology 
as we can sensibly, without losing that 
magical touch which is an instinct for 
the vagaries of the wind and an eye to a 
perfectly setting sail.
Charles Smith. Editor

Angus Richardson
Silver tongued, intelligent, 
enthusiastic, distinguished, generous, 
indefatigable, controversial, stubborn, 
argumentative, freethinking, strong 
minded and naughty are all qualities 
of the Llandudno ‘Viking’, who died on 
Wednesday, 6th April 2011. The Footy 
world has lost a real character, one 
of its greatest supporters and most 
influential generators of world-wide 
enthusiasm for Footys, which he saw 
as having such huge potential. 

Although wheelchair-bound, Angus’ 
horizons were far from limited and his 
brilliant mind earned him a living from 
translating, linking him with clients 
all over the world. How he became 
interested in Footys is uncertain, but 
as soon as he was aware of the activity 
in the new universal Footy Class Rule 
set up in 2005, he was hooked. In the 
following year he took over the role of 
Footy class registrar for the UK and 
formed the basis of the Footy Class 

Association.  Angus extended 
this beyond the UK and with 
the USA, New Zealand and a 
few other interested countries 
set up the Footy Charter to 
regulate Class Association 
activities world-wide, as 
well as helping to set up the 
official Footy Class website. 
Thanks to his influence 
Footys are now in over 20 
countries and promise to be 
sailed in many more.

Angus suffered poor health and 
on several occasions was in hospital 
where he received good treatment and 
came back to do some more stirring, 
pushing and cajoling in the Footy world. 
He was incredibly generous including 
paying travel expenses to those that he 
wanted to attend big Footy events.  For 
this 58th birthday last year he invited 
his Footy friends and family to a party 
at his Wrexham care home, with a little 

sailing at a lake close by. He enjoyed 
the party and the attention from those 
who travelled from all over the country 
and particularly from his American 
friend Bill Hagerup, who flew over 
especially for the weekend. 

He was a great character and will 
be sadly missed by his many friends all 
over the world.
     Roger Stollery
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Race Reports
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2011 MYA radio Marblehead National Championship,  
Euro Grand Prix 1 & GAMES 2 - Guildford

2011 MYA Marblehead  
National Championship - Fleetwood

2011 is the MYA’s Centenary year and it was fitting therefore 
that Guildford Model Yacht Club, which instigated the very 
first Marblehead National Championship in 1974 should run 
this event.

Both events were run over two days. The 1974 event at 
Elstead Moat attracted just over two dozen entries. In those 
days, each competitor sailed just 12 races against only 
five other competitors in a ‘perfect’ schedule. Today each 
skipper at Abbey Meads lake sailed between 17 and 21 heats 
against 13 other skippers in an event which attracted 26 
entries including three from France, one each from Belgium 
and Ireland and included two juniors. 

Day 1 Saturday, 26th March
A rather grey misty morning greeted competitors with very 
little wind coming from every direction. PRO Roger Stollery 
changed the course virtually every heat until Race 5 when it 
settled down from the East North East but was still light and 
very shifty. Richard Thompson, Chairman of the ISAF/IRSA 
Appendix E working party was invited 
to take part in this event as umpire 
‘buddied’ with observers, building his 
experience of radio racing. 

The French pair, Laurent Gerbeaud 
and Gilles Di Crescenzo dominated 
the early races. Peter Stollery and 
Derek Preistley challenged as the day 
went on, and by the end the results 
were very close with Laurent on  
15 and Gilles and Peter tied with  
16 points.

Day 2 Sunday, 27th March
The wind still had huge variations both in strength and 
direction to frustrate skippers’ strategies. The French 
dominated the early racing but at lunch all 5 top boats were 
within a few points of each other. Peter Stollery and Martin 
Crysell responded and by race 16 the top five skippers were 
within six points of each other, so the results hinged on this 
final race. Gilles was continuing to have trouble with his radio 
gear and could not finish the race, whilst Fleetwood boys, 
Rob and Derek finished in fifth and sixth behind Irishman 
Andrew, Laurent and Hugh McAdoo with his best result in 
second place, leaving Peter to win both the race and the 
Championship. Detailed report on www.mya-uk.org.uk.

Saturday morning, about 9-00 am, a car pulled onto the 
car park with the first of the competitors for the event. Alan, 
David and Robert Bell promptly walked over to the lake and 
cried, almost in unison, “Where is the water?” The level was 
about 15in below the top. A phone call to Wyre borough 
Council revealed that the water promised to top up the lake 
could not be delivered due to the pump being broken down 
and awaiting spare parts and could not be repaired until the 
following week.

By now the remainder of the competitors had arrived and 
some frantic rebuilding took place to reduce the draught 
of the boats to prevent scraping the bottom of the lake. 
Racing started at 11-00 am in a light SW wind giving a 3-leg 
beat and a run back with spinnakers. By lunchtime we had 
sailed 3 heats and Peter Whiteside was leading, followed by 
Damian Ackroyd and John Brooks. The wind slowly shifted 
to the NW corner and it was then possible to sail through on 
a single leg. At the end of the day 6 heats had been sailed 
and the above 3 boats led the field in the same order.

On the Sunday morning the wind conditions were 
very similar to the previous day. Racing continued until 2 
complete rounds had been sailed. My thanks, to all skippers 
for an excellent 2 days of racing and for their efforts in 
helping each other on the mates’ bank.

Results 
1st Peter Whiteside 42pt
2nd John Brooks 33pt
3rd Alan Bell 24pt
The Model Maker Trophy  
was awarded to: John Brooks
Race Officer: Eric Watkinson
Pictures: Damian Ackroyd

Results: 
1st Peter Stoller 35pt
2nd Laurent Gerbeaud 46pt
3rd  Rob Walsh 55pt

Winner of Classic Cup:
Andrew Crosby
TOT trophies: Gilles Di Crescenzo, 
Mark Dennis and Hugh McAdoo
Junior winner: Paul Morgan
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